Elevator access down this hallway.

Back of the building entry requires Keys either 4E3-56 or 4E2-100.

Main Entrance to Kenyon

To Route 30

Facilities available in Nelson storage room:
46-old rounds
Stage Tables
1200 Chairs

Key Entry when locked

Athletic Complex
Open hours:
Mon-Thu 9am-10pm
Fri 9am-9pm
Sat. 9am-7pm
Sun. 12pm-9pm
Key Entry when locked

Facilities available in Nelson storage room:
46-old rounds
Stage Tables
1200 Chairs

Kitchen/Custodial:
No kitchen
Custodial Closet-4AM-1

Power/Media:
Lobby lights are on energy management system

Extras and Concerns:
11 Rounds stored in Dining Kitchen Key-4E3-1